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To

1. All SE/OP, Circles
Under, UHBVN

2. All XEN's /OP
Divn. Under UHBVN

Memo No,: Ch-ll /XEN/R-I|/CSC/F-3?r
Dated: $ .s.zozo

Subject:- Guidelines regarding providing/fixing of MVLC (Medium Voltage line
Cover)/ lnsulated sleeve on bare conductor line crossing each other (HT

to HT and LT).

Number of fatal/non fatal accidents have been occurring during the course of

performance of maintenance activities on the lines due to induction effect or snapping of

conductors where crossing of bare conductors of HT/LT lines is involved. Further, repeated

faults have also been observed on the HT/ LT lines due to touching of the bare conductor line

with trees etc.

ln this regard, it is brought out that at present MVLC is being used in Nigam to

cover the bare conductor of HT (11 KV) lines at crossing points & other accident prone sites

in order to check the potential situations of occurrence of accidents / faults. However, there

exists no standard practice regarding use of MVLC and therefore instances have come to the

notice of the Management where extra length of MLVC is being used resulting into wasteful

expenditure. Under such circumstance, framing guidelines regarding use of MVIC to cover

the bare conductor of HT (11 KV) lines at accidents / faults prone locations has become all

the more necessary. Accordingly, guidelines to be followed in the field in this regard as per

details noted below:-

1. The guidelines have been prepared with the understanding that the horizontal

distance between the two outer phase conductors of the 11 KV line is approx 1

meter, distance between the H-Pole is 5.5 feet (approx) and length of X-arm being

3.5 feet (approx). it means that an electrical corridor of about 1 mtr. is created

which needs to be taken care of at various crossings etc.

2. MVLC should be provided on the lower line of feeders crossing each other.

3. For 11 kV lines crossing each other al70 to 90 degree, the length of the MVLC

should be kept as 3 meters per phase along the length of the line passing below

the other line. (Site conditions depicted below pictorially). For 11 KV lines crossing

the LT lines, the MVLC of length 3mtr be provided on top phase bare conductor of

LT line at crossing point.
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4. For 11 kV lines crossing at angles upto 70 degree, the length of the MVLC be kept

as 4 mtrs along the length of the line passing below the other line. (Site conditions

depicted below pictorially). For 11 KV line crossing the Lf lines, the MVLC of length

4 mtr be provided on top phase bare conductor of LT line at crossing point.

The above instruction may be got noted from all concerned for strict and meticulous
compliance.

CC:_

1. SPS to Director /Projects, UHBVN, Panchkula, for kind information of the
please.

2. SPS to Director/OP, UHBVN, Panchkula, for kind inforrnation of the
please.

3. CE/OP, UHBVN Panchkula and Rohtak for kind information please.

Director,

Director,
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